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SmoKing and TouRiSm: Tobacco  
aS The STaPle PRoducT of ThemaTic RouTeS

Recently, the demand for tobacco products and, accordingly, its production in the world has been 
steadily falling. At the same time, of course, tobacco companies have to look for new ways to solve 
problems with lower incomes, where the tourism industry can play an unimportant role in solving this 
problem. The relevance of this topic is based on the study and disclosure of the main purpose of creating 
thematic routes, which affect the integration of nonviable attractions in the supply chain of products. 
The scientific idea of the study is to consider foreign sources, materials, world experience with regard to 
the study of this issue, to analyze and determine the possibility of developing thematic routes based on 
tobacco growing in Kazakhstan. The study is based on research using a combination of abstractlogical 
and economicstatistical methods of scientific cognition. Conducted research can contribute to the use 
of previously unused resources for tourism, along with obtaining a new clientele, requiring an appropri
ate type of tourism. The practical significance of the work results may be of interest to nongovernmental 
organizations; supported by the government, tobacco companies, tour operators or other sponsors.
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шы лым ше гу жә не ту ризм: те ме кі темaтикaлық мaрш руттaрдың ке ңіс тік өні мі

Соң ғы кез де, те ме кі өнім де рі не де ген сұрaныс жә не оның әлем де гі өн ді рі сі тұрaқты түр де 
aзa йып  ке ле ді. Осығaн орaй, те ме кі өн ді ру ші ме ке ме ле рі нің тaбыстaры ның тө мен деуі, бұл мә
се ле ні ше шу жо лындa ту ризм ин ду ст риясы мaңыз ды рөл ге шы ғып, ты ғы рықтaн шы ғуғa жaңa 
жол із де уіне кө мек те се ді. Мaқaлaның өзек ті лі гі ту рис тік тaқы рып тық мaрш руттaрды құ ру дың 
не гіз гі мaқсaтын зерт теу ге жә не aшуғa не гіз де ле ді. Зерт теу дің ғы лы ми мaқсaты Қaзaқстaндa те
ме кі өсі ру жә не өн ді ру не гі зін де ту рис тік тaқы рып тық бaғыттaрды дaмы ту мүм кін ді гін aнықтaу 
жә не тaлдaу үшін ше тел дік де рек көз дер ді, мaте риaлдaрды, осы мә се ле ні зерт теу ге қaтыс ты 
әлем дік тә жі ри бе ні қaрaсты ру бо лып тaбылaды. Зерт теу не гі зі не ғы лы ми тaным ның aбс трaкті
ліло гикaлық жә не эко но микaлықстaтис тикaлық әдіс те рі нің ком бинaция сын қолдaнa оты рып 
жaсaлынғaн зерт теу лер жaтaды. Жүр гі зіл ген зерт теу лер ту ри зм нің тиіс ті тү рін тaлaп ете тін 
жaңa клиен турaны aлу мен қaтaр ту ризм мaқсaттaры үшін бұ рын пaйдaлaнылмaғaн ре су рстaрды 
пaйдaлaнуғa ықпaл етуі мүм кін. Жұ мыс қо ры тын дылaры ның прaктикaлық мaңы зы үкі мет тік емес 
ұйымдaрғa, те ме кі өнім де рін шығaрaтын компa ниялaрғa, ту ро перaторлaрғa не ме се бaсқa дa де
меуші лер ге қы зық ты бо луы мүм кін.

тү йін  сөз дер: те ме кі ше гу, тaқы рып тық мaрш рут, те ме кі ин ду ст риясы, хaлықaрaлық  
тә жір ибе, те ме кі ше гу ге қaрсы кү рес жө нін де гі нормaтив тік aкті лер.
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«тaбaчный» ту ризм: тaбaчное произ во дс тво кaк  
прострaнст вен ный про дукт темaти чес ких мaрш ру тов

В пос лед нее вре мя сп рос нa тaбaчную про дук цию и, соот ве тст вен но, её произ во дс тво в 
ми ре неуклон но пaдaет. При этом, ес те ст вен но, тaбaчным компa ниям при хо дит ся искaть но
вые пу ти ре ше ния проб лем с по ни же нием до хо дов, где ту ри тскaя отрaсль мо жет сыгрaть не
мaловaжную роль в ре ше нии дaнной проб ле мы. Ак туaль нос ть дaнной те мы ос но вывaет ся в изу
че нии и рaск ры тии ос нов ной це ли создa ния темaти чес ких мaрш ру тов, в ко то рых зaтрaгивaет ся 
ин тегрaция нежиз нес по соб ных дос топ ри мечaте льн остей в це поч ке произ во дс твa тaбaчной 
про дук ции. Нaучнaя идея исс ле довa ния зaключaет ся в рaсс мот ре нии зaру беж ных ис точ ни
ков, мaте риaлов, ми ро во го опытa кaсaемо изу че ния дaнной проб лемaти ки, для aнaлизa и оп
ре де ле ния воз мож нос ти рaзви тия темaти чес ких мaрш ру тов нa ос но ве вырaщивa ния тaбaкa в 
Кaзaхстaне. В ос но ве исс ле довa ния лежaт исс ле довa ния с ис поль зовa нием ком бинaции aбс
трaкт ноло ги чес ко го и эко но ми костaтис ти чес ко го ме то дов нaуч но го познa ния. Про ве ден ные 
исс ле довa ния мо гут спо со бст вовaть ис поль зовa нию рaнее неис поль зовaнных ре сур сов для це
лей ту ризмa, нaря ду с по лу че нием но вой клиен ту ры, тре бующей соот ве тс твующе го типa ту
ризмa. Прaкти чес кое знaче ние: ито ги рaбо ты мо гут быть ин те рес ны непрaви тель ст вен ным 
оргa низaциям; компa ниям, вы пускaющим тaбaчные из де лия, ту ро перaторaм или дру ги ми спон
сорaм.

клю че вые словa: ку ре ние, темaти чес кие мaрш ру ты, тaбaчнaя ин ду ст рия, зaру беж ный опыт, 
нормaтив ные aкты по борь бе с ку ре нием.

Introduction

Development of a specific tourist route is a com-
plex and multi-step procedure that requires highly 
skilled developers and is the main element of the 
technology of tourist services. this procedure is 
long in time and sometimes takes several months. 
When objects of the tourist route are based on prod-
ucts of the manufacturing sector, which can often 
cause diverse opinions in society, such as a nega-
tive attitude to tobacco production, the process of 
forming a business based on it becomes difficult to 
implement for any entrepreneur in any country in 
the world. In opinion of the professor, István Süli-
Zakar from Hungary was a dedicated researcher 
and tourist enjoying travel and his own advice was 
always worth listening to customers. While the au-
thors of this article participated with him in several 
projects he often told us about thematic tourism 
routes when such concepts were not part of touristic 
product development at home. englishman scientist 
B. Goodey asserting that, “thematic routes or paths 
are knowledge dissemination schemes related to 
specific, mapped roads” provided the most compre-
hensive definition of the concept (Goodey, 1974). At 
the same time a longer more comprehensive defi-
nition was forwarded as well: “Thematic routes are 
integrated, environmentally sensitive, sustainable, 
and relevant interpretations of a given theme of-

fered to the public via the appropriate development 
of services and marketing activities meeting visitor, 
local, and environmental demands and generating 
favourable economic, social, and cultural impact” 
(Silgbergh, 1994). In Hungary Puczkó L. and Rátz 
T. forwarded the following summary explanation: 
”Thematic routes connect natural and artificial at-
tractions accessible via a variety of transport means 
focusing on a given theme while simultaneously 
providing educational, relaxation, and entertain-
ment options in a sustainable manner” (Puczkó, 
Rátz, 2000). russian researcher Gulyaev v.G. gives 
the following definition: “The tourist route is a pre-
planned route of movement of a tourist for a certain 
time in order to provide him with the services pro-
vided by the program”. This definition is more ap-
propriate, since the routes presented in the paper are 
intended for organized commercial tourism.

the main purpose behind creating thematic 
routes is to integrate attractions not viable on their 
own into a product supply chain. One of the related 
advantages is that the formation of such routes re-
quires only a relatively small investment facilitating 
the temporal and especially spatial diversification 
of tourism-related demand. Furthermore, thematic 
routes can promote the utilization of heretofore-
unexploited resources for the purposes of tourism, 
along with gaining a new clientele demanding the 
respective type of tourism.
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the feasibility of a thematic route on a long run 
depends on financing in the post-implementation 
phase. thematic routes are mostly organized by non-
governmental organizations; backed by the govern-
ment, church either organizations, movie-make stu-
dios, or other sponsors (Remenyik, 2010:78). 

State or church supported cultural routes with 
local, regional and national significance, and trails 
sponsored by the european Council, or deemed as 
part of World Heritage have a specific life span. 
The ultimate objective behind their establishment 
is achieving World Heritage status as demonstrated 
by the business Development and Innovation op-
erative Program (GINOP) providing governmen-
tal support to the formation of the Danube-limes 
World Heritage Route. Having completed their life 
cycle, the cultural routes acquire additional titles in 
order to maintain visitor interest continuously. the 
circle of sponsors also includes alcoholic beverage 
producing firms, wine regions, or as in the present 
case tobacco factories. Today four firms control the 
worldwide tobacco trade (Philip Morris, JTI of Ja-
pan, british American tobacco bAt and reemts-
ma). British-American corporations own three of 
these as Reemtsma; originally, a German firm is 
also under british control. therefore, the european 
tobacco routes established in England, Norway and 
Germany follow the American Tobacco Road model 
as well. 

the tobacco industry of the republic of ka-
zakhstan took shape in Soviet times, but with the 
country’s independence, it has undergone signifi-
cant changes – new players appeared on the market 
– transnational corporations that control a signifi-
cant part of the Kazakhstan market. The two largest 
companies that control the tobacco products market 
in the republic of kazakhstan are Philip Morris ka-
zakhstan LLP and JT Kazakhstan LLP, which are di-
visions of TNCs operating worldwide, Philip Morris 
International and Japan tobacco International. In 
the “Expert-200-Kazakhstan” rankings by Expert 
rA kazakhstan rating agency in 2014, the compa-
nies listed above took 45 and 64 places among all 
companies in kazakhstan in terms of sales. this in-
dicates a significant volume of the tobacco products 
market in the republic of kazakhstan.

tourism routes promise to bring together a vari-
ety of activities and attractions under a unified the-
me and thus stimulate entrepreneurial opportunity 
through the development of ancillary products and 
services (Greffe 1994, Gunn 1979, Fagence 1991, 
Lew 1991, Miossec 1977, Long et al 1990, Getz 
and Page 1997). The design of thematic routes has 
to take into consideration several aspects, especially 

the proportional relationship between the topic and 
length of the given trip with the quantity of relevant 
information provided. Another important considera-
tion is the appropriate proximity of the attractions, 
since an excessive distance between the given sights 
tends to discourage visitors or participants from 
continuing the given trip. Since the landscape the 
visitors have to cross while completing a route is 
a crucial component of the respective experience, 
special care has to be given to mapping the given 
trail and the location of the respective attractions. It 
is possible if the theme and its surroundings are not 
compatible; the visitor will become disappointed 
and leaves the route. Moreover, climatic conditions 
have to be taken into consideration in case of nature 
related thematic routes, including tobacco tourism, 
as weather conditions can turn a given route into a 
seasonal attraction. Consequently, the specific of-
fer should be adapted to the respective climate, or 
the product supply should not be climate depend-
ent. the routes can include attractions not viable 
on their own but compatible with the overall theme 
as the production of Bacardi white rum in Cuba or 
can combine complementary offers related to the 
given principal focus. Moreover, since the running 
of a thematic route on a long term is much more 
challenging than its establishment, conditions for 
continuous operation and the protection of the given 
attractions have to be given priority during the de-
sign stage. the establishment of thematic routes can 
provide several advantages including the improve-
ment of the quality and quantity of tourism-related 
offers, the increased reputation of the region as an 
independent tourism destination promoting quality 
tourism, and increasing the time spent at a given lo-
cation.

In addition to nicotine, addiction the market-
ing of a tobacco-themed touristic route is greatly 
influenced by story matrices and beliefs consid-
ered essential for the tourism industry. the Maya 
emphasized the therapeutic aspects of tobacco as 
they covered wounds either with whole or ground 
tobacco leaves, in European countries it was used as 
a treatment for squamous cell cancer or spinalioma, 
and tobacco was an intended remedy for leg ulcer, 
shingles, and scrofula in Portugal. but the product 
was used for the treatment of ulcer, epilepsy, gout, 
asthma, oedema, unceasing hiccups, constipation, 
skin irritation, even a simple headache, stomach 
ache, or cough. Furthermore, snuff was used to cure 
adenoids or polyp. Tobacco was sold in form of a 
syrup, powder, scented ointment or oil. In 1848 it 
was used as a muscle relaxant, during World War 
One soldiers were given tobacco to neutralize the ef-
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fects of mustard gas and in the interwar years tobac-
co was used as a treatment for Parkinson’s disease, 
and in 1945 burn discovered its reductive impact on 
urine secretion.

Also, over 200 studies of foreign scientists have 
examined the impact of smoke-free laws on the hos-
pitality industry, but the majority focused on res-
taurant and bar revenue rather than overall tourist 
spending (Scollo, Lal, Hyland, Glantz, 2003). Few 
studies have assessed the potential impact of smoke-
free policies specifically on local tourism, rather 
than bar and restaurant revenue

Materials and research methods
research methods: the methodological core of 

this article are scientific methods that are based on 
the requirements of an objective and comprehensive 
factor analysis of the tourism industry in a world. 
research conducted using a combination of methods 
and methods of scientific knowledge. The abstract-
logical method allowed to reveal the theoretical as-
pects of the evaluation of tourist routes related to the 
purpose of visiting tobacco companies, to determine 
the main characteristics of the processes and phenom-
ena occurring in this area. the use of economic-math-
ematical and economic-statistical methods allowed 
determining the development trends of tourist routes, 

evaluate their dynamics, identify imbalances and 
contradictions, and predict their further development 
and methods to improve its sustainable development.

In recent years, so-called tobacco tourism has 
become increasingly popular. For the first time, the 
Germans decided to arrange such a tour, and today 
almost every self-respecting company producing to-
bacco products is ready to offer its customers mega-
tours at the most significant points: hand factories, 
festivals and other thematic events dedicated to to-
bacco, cigars, etc. If, as part of a gastronomic jour-
ney, tourists enthusiastically eat traditional culinary 
delights and national treats, then as part of a tobacco 
tour, the tourist’s goal is to try the highest-quality 
tobacco products, take a master class from residents 
of sunny Cuba and learn to turn strong and aromatic 
cigars on their own.

Declining economic activity, restructuring of the 
agricultural sector, dwindling rural industrialisation 
and out-migration of higher educated youth have led 
to the adoption of tourism as an alternative develop-
ment strategy for the economic and social regenera-
tion of rural areas (Meyer, 2004). 

However, the main tobacco thematic tours are 
not located in those countries where tobacco pro-
duction has huge proportions in terms of its growing 
areas (Fig.1).

Figure 1 – Leading tobacco producing countries worldwide in 2018 (in 1,000 metric tons)

Figure show that the basis for organizing a the-
matic tour of tobacco production facilities, an im-
portant role is played not by quantity, but rather by 

quality, rich history, traditions and opportunities to 
correctly present all of this. In the modern world, 
a tobacco tour can acquaint tourists with not only 
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the history and characteristics of traditional cigars, 
but also electronic cigarettes and their accessories. 
Therefore, you can become an expert in this field 
and, at a professional level, independently deter-
mine which mod to choose for an electronic ciga-
rette, what should be the power and voltage, what 
board should be in your soaring device and why an 
electronic cigarette needs a regulating tool.

The route of the traditional tour, which is most 
often offered by popular tobacco brands, in partic-
ular, passes to such points as the cigar festival in 
Nicaragua, manual cigar twisting factories in Cuba 
and India or machine factories in holland, Mexico 
or Spain. Whatever the route, the main advantage is 
the tasting of all the most sought-after brands of ci-
gars. Connoisseurs and simply fans of cigars will be 
able to try the creation of the most popular; it means 
the highest quality brand of cigars – Gurkha. In ad-
dition, tourists in this tobacco tour have the unique 
chance – to try the chic brands “Por Larranaga”, 
“Ramon Allones”, “Punch”, “Partagas”, etc.

Since tobacco and the habit of smoking origi-
nates from North America tobacco-themed tourism 
routes were connected with states in the previous 
Tobacco Belt (Georgia, Virginia, North Carolina) 
and the home of cigars, Cuba. the most popular 
tobacco-themed tourist routes are in Cuba, as the la 
tierra del mejor tabaco del mundo or the Route of 
the best tobacco in the world is considered the most 
significant. Cubans call this region located between 
Sierra de los Órganos and vitals, Pinar del río y 
San luis the Green triangle or el triangulo verde. 
the climate is favourable for tobacco production as 
the temperature is between 14-25 0C in the actual 
growing period from November until May, while 
the amount of precipitation is low and the winter is 
mild. According to local regulations, the soil should 
not be sandy, as tobacco requires gravel soil.

the iconic products of Cuba including its mu-
sic, tobacco, and sugarcane are the country’s ma-
jor source of income and form the foundation of 
the tobacco-themed tourism routes as well. While 
individuals can grow tobacco, the production and 
sale of tobacco is controlled by the state. In San 
Juan Martinez, the government provides a sig-
nificantly higher incentive for tobacco production 
than in other regions of the country. Approximately 
1-quintal tobacco is worth 410 pesos, or about 14 
euros. the tobacco road covers the full spectrum 
of tobacco–related activities ranging from growing 
to processing. 

Tobacco viewed by Fernando Ortiz as the 
most iconic product of the country has been one 
of the most important sources of income for 

Cuba for centuries. the El camino del tabacco, 
the tobacco-themed tourist route was established 
by the Directorate of the bureau of historical 
heritage Protection based in havana in one of 
the oldest buildings of Mercaderes street. the 
tourist route providing information on the cultural, 
historical, commercial, and social significance of 
tobacco consumption was established on February 
26, 1993. The project was organised by Eusebio 
Leal Spengler, one of the best-known historians of 
havana. the tobacco Museum aims to familiarize 
visitors with the history of tobacco and the culture 
of smoking, which is dated much earlier than the 
discovery of the New World. Visitors can learn that 
Havana was the cradle of smoking; hence, cigars 
have born the name of the city for centuries. the 
highest quality tobacco leaves are harvested in 
the fertile area ranging from San Antonio de los 
Baños and Santiago de las Vegas to Vueltabajo. 
The leading cigars including Hijas de Cabañas y 
Carvajal, Cohiba, and Vegas Robaina are produced 
here. The stations at Cuba’s Tobacco Road 
commemorate the first struggles native tobacco 
growers waged against Spanish control as well. 

The Tobacco Road of the American South was 
established by towns located in Virginia, Georgia, 
and North Carolina in the 19th century. the original 
tobacco belt connected these three states. African 
slaves cultivated the tobacco plantations and the har-
vested tobacco was taken to ports and the respective 
marketing outlets. Carts loaded with tobacco were 
drawn not only by animals, but by slaves as well. 
the tobacco road thematic route spanning over the 
abovementioned three states displays the hard work-
ing conditions of slaves in addition to the details of 
tobacco production. 

In the XX century, cigarette smoking appeared 
on the Tobacco Road as cigarettes connected with 
listening to blues music. According to data provid-
ed by the given attraction smoking 10 cigarettes a 
day means one is a weak smoker, 10-20 cigarettes a 
day indicate medium consumption, while someone 
smoking more than 30 cigarettes a day can be con-
sidered a chain smoker. It is believed that one cannot 
smoke more than 80 cigarettes a day. 

the longest and greatest tobacco road of eu-
rope is in Germany, the German thematic tourist 
route connects the tobacco factories with the to-
bacco museums including the reemstma Museum 
of hamburg, the brandenburg tobacco Museum of 
vierraden, the tobacco Museum of the upper rhein 
in Mahlberg, and the bAt Museum of Intrichting. 
However, as the struggle against smoking is given 
an increasing priority by the european union tobac-
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co-themed tourist routes do not receive subsidies 
(Britton, 1991; Freyer, 1994; Inskeep, 1991).

In the capital of Macedonia, during a three-day 
trip, tourists visit places where locals have long 
grown and cultivated tobacco, as well as the To-
bacco Museum, which hosts presentations of vari-
ous tobacco varieties, breakfast in the tobacco field 
and a walk through the tobacco storage (Leshkova, 
2010).

According to the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) today 1,25 billion people smoke in the 
world, providing a substantial demand for tobacco 
roads or tobacco-themed tourist routes (www.who.
org). While in the developed world the number of 
smokers continuously increases, the declining per 
capita smoking rate results in decreased cigarette 
sales as well. 

Approximately, 1 billion men smoke, out of 
which 300 million are Chinese and about one-half 
of men smoke in the developed countries. At the 
same time 250 million women smoke, and while the 
number of smoking women is becoming lower in 
the developed world, it is on the increase in Eastern 
and Southern Europe (Fig. 2).

As part of our research aiming to examine the 
impact of anti-smoking regulations on tourism 
and catering, we administered a survey between 
December 4-8 2017. The questionnaire was returned 
by 386 people. The first question referred to the sex 

of the respondents. Accordingly, the completion 
rate was 63% women and 37% men. Young adults 
mostly filled in the questionnaire as almost 90% of 
the respondents represented the 18-40 age group 
with 50% coming from the 18-24 segment.

The questionnaire revealed that the rate of 
smokers in hungary is considered in the medium 
range in comparison with neighbouring countries, as 
the total number of adult smokers is 31% including 
34% men and 28% women.

According to WHO statistics the rate of adult 
smokers is the highest in Romania as 50% of active 
earners smoke, including 57% of all men and 37% 
of all women. In addition, Slovenia has similarly 
high aggregate smoking rates with 50% as 49% of 
the male and 51% of the female population smoke.

Slovakia, Serbia, and Kosovo show similar ag-
gregate smoking rates to those of the Hungarian fig-
ures with 30-35%. 

the development of tourism in kazakhstan does 
not depend on the needs, but rather on the possibili-
ties that our country has (Smykova, 2014; Karbe-
tova, 2013). This also applies to the promotion and 
organization of tourist excursion routes on tobacco 
plantations grown in the Turkestan and Almaty re-
gions. In this regard, the proper and skillful use of 
promotional materials for the promotion of tourist 
products plays a special role (Saprunova, 1998; Vu-
kolov, 2009; Ismayev, 1993).

As of 2010 the european union introduced anti-
smoking regulations in order to counter the increas-
ing annual rate of cancerous diseases considered to 

Figure 2 – Statistics of smoking of any tobacco product (age-standardized rate) by World Health Organisation

be caused by smoking, Surveys have proven that 
people exposed to secondary smoke can be suscepti-
ble to the same illness whose treatment is extremely 
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costly. Nevertheless, since the passage of anti-smok-
ing laws the rate of smoking has not decreased sig-
nificantly, only smoking habits changed. According-
ly, while previously people smoked in the smoking 
sections of catering facilities, now they do it in their 
homes, cars, and on the street, producing the same 
secondary smoke as earlier. Since restaurants and 
other catering facilities can only keep their smoking 
guests if they assure the necessary convenience, that 
is warm, heated facilities, those service providers 
who cannot solve this problem can expect a shorter 
time spent by patrons on-site along with a decrease 
in clientele (Tarnawa, 2010; Zwęglińska, 2017). 

The questionnaire also revealed that 67% of peo-
ple are indifferent to the smoking problems as they 
do not smoke, 12% reduced or gave up smoking due 
to anti-smoking regulations, primarily in winter and 
21% continue smoking at the same rate regardless 
of the changing legal environment. Also 12% of the 
respondents as non-smokers welcome the respective 
changes and frequent catering and entertainment fa-
cilities more since 2012, but 7% of smokers tend to 
go out less.

According to respondents, the formation of 
smoking sections is mostly needed in clubs, cafés, 
and pubs. 68% agree with the ban on smoking in en-
tertainment facilities while the prohibition on smok-
ing in cafés, pubs, restaurants, workplaces, under-
passes, in public transportation, and play grounds is 
supported by 62%, 41%, 89%, 65%, 57%, 93%, and 
93% respectively. Furthermore, 64% of the respond-
ents agree with the smoking ban at stops for vehicles 
of mass transit.

Anti-smoking laws had a substantial impact on 
demand, as 78% of the respondents reported that 
they were familiar with the “Tobacco shop law” 
and were more or less aware of its causes. As it 
was expected at a rate of 27% non-smokers made 
up the largest segments of the sample who was not 
familiar with the respective regulations, 25% of the 
non-smokers gave a negative answer to this ques-
tion, while the respective highest score, 12,9% was 
posted by smokers. having processed the respec-
tive answers, it can be concluded that 78% of the 
respondents were familiar with smoking regula-
tions in some form, and thus was able to consider 
the potential impact. Approximately one-half of the 
respondents stated that they would buy more ciga-

rettes at a time and it is expected that consumption 
would not decrease; moreover, 38% believe that it 
would increase. We were also interested in how the 
respondents would evaluate the potential success of 
the respective regulations, in other words, whether 
the given law was effective and achieved its purport-
ed goals. A large segment of the sample is doubtful 
concerning the effectiveness of the law and its abil-
ity to fulfil the legislative intent. One of the most 
sceptical answers were given concerning new places 
of employment as 66% expressed disbelief about its 
success and 21% believe it would only be partially 
successful or its success would be limited. The larg-
est segment of the respondents agrees that acquiring 
cigarettes for underage children or minors would be 
more difficult, but only 31 people responded to this 
question.

Summary 

In sum, it can be concluded that the development 
of tobacco-themed tourism has tremendous poten-
tial both from the aspects of demand and supply. 
the highly centralized global tobacco industry sup-
ports the establishment and maintenance of tobacco 
themed tourism as one potential means of weaken-
ing the role of illegal trade. the four large tobacco 
product manufacturers continuously compete with 
each other in convincing smokers to use their own 
products via trade shows and playful contests allow-
ing everyone to win and to try the relevant tobac-
co-related goods. tobacco-themed tourism routes 
are interactive as the visitors can participate in the 
tobacco growing and production process, become 
familiar with the history and types of smoking, can 
prepare or buy smoking accessories including pipes, 
cigarette cases, and tobacco pouches. the given the-
matic trips include the tasting of local alcohol prod-
ucts, and enjoying the blues or salsa music as well. 
The research overall revealed that while anti-smok-
ing regulations changed or altered smoking habits, 
the number of smokers continuously increases. Al-
though according to the World Health Organisation 
tobacco sales and the profits of producers are on the 
decline, their diminishing market share is due to the 
increasing role of illegal merchandising. therefore, 
it is hoped that tobacco as a staple of thematic tour-
ism routes can counteract this negative tendency.
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